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Abstract - Moving object detection and tracking is one of the 

testing issues in the field of computer vision. In general, the video 

tracking system combines three levels of data processing to 

determine: object extraction, recognition, tracking, and decision-

making about activities. However there are numerous problems 

associated with object detection & tracking, such as illumination 

changes, fake motion, image noise etc. Even video object 

segmentation is also an important part of real time surveillance 

system. To overcome such problems, a Kalman filter with 

TVRRPCA algorithm is proposed in this paper. In this work 

there are two different qualities of video clips are captured from 

fixed camera are studied. The results shows that identifying and 

tracking of moving objects are better in high quality input video 

data. The background frames constructed by TV-RPCA 

approach is more apparent and clear compared to the 

conventional Kalman-filter approach. 
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Total Variation-Regularization Robust Principal Component 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

oving object detection and tracking is a challenging and 

essential task in the field of computer vision and video 

surveillance system. The explosion of high powered 

computers, the availability of high class and economical video 

cameras, and the increasing need for fast video surveillance 

system has generated a great deal of interest in efficient object 

tracking algorithms. The designed video surveillance system is 

intended for on detection of events of interest, classification 

and tracking of moving objects from frame to frame. Moving 

object detection and tracking has its application almost in 

every filed including airport, military, offices, banks, school 

for security purpose and so on. 

The objects of interest are first extracted from the sequence of 

frames then segment them from background and track them 

across different frames while maintaining their identity. 

Continuously moving object is detected from the background 

image of the continuous video image. The process of locating 

the moving object in sequence of frames is known as tracking. 

It can also define as estimating the trajectory of an object in 

the image plane as it moves around a scene. This tracking 

operation can be performed by using the feature extraction of 

objects and detecting the objects in sequence of frames. The 

tracking system can be located on a moving vehicle, such as 

an aircraft, missile or submarine, or located on the ground for 

surveillance purposes.  

There are many problems associated with motion detection 

and tracking, due to illumination changes, fake motion, image 

noise, and size and shape changes. There are some old 

methods which are being used for object detection like optical 

flow & temporal differencing. Temporal differencing method 

is suitable for dynamic scene changes, but it provides 

incomplete motion data. Optical flow method give the 

complete movement information and detect the moving object 

from the background better, but due to the large quantity of 

calculation high computational time is required. Some of new 

approaches were projected to overcome these problems, in this 

paper Kalman filter with TV-RPCA algorithm is used to 

overcome the problems associated with object detection & 

tracking. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Since from last two decades there are numerous works has 

been carried out on moving object detection and tracking. Xu 

and Ahuja [1] proposed a contour based object following 

algorithm to track object contours in video arrangements. In 

their approach, they divided the dynamic form utilizing the 

diagram cut picture division strategy. The resulting contour of 

the preceding frame is taken as initialization in every frame. 

New object contour is found out with the help of intensity 

information of current frame and difference of present frame 

and the earlier frame. Chen [2] also did work on object 

detection and tracking. They used kernel-based method to find 

the object in complex environment like partial occlusions, 

clutter, etc. To improve the tracking result they again used 

contour based method and tracked the object contour precisely 

after the target localization. Xue et al. [3] adopted the 

discriminative features for object or background separation 

with the help of voting strategy. They improved object 

tracking by using mean-shift algorithm in the discriminative 

features. Rahman et al. [4] proposed a multiple moving object 

in video sequences where the object movement may be fast or 

slow. They used background subtraction and feature matching 

of SIFT features. With the help of background subtraction 

Object is detected. Matching of motion features and SIFT 

features helps in detection and tracking of an object. Chi-min 

Oh et al. [5] used the Particle filter for solving state space 

estimation when the state equation is non-linear and the 

M 
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posterior density is non-Gaussian. Wei et al. [6] adopted a 

Adaboost-based global color feature selection the pixel-wise 

tracker extracts an object. To regionalize each frame clustering 

is performed by the region-wise tracker at the beginning. 

Using a bidirectional labeling scheme region tracking is 

achieved. Niha Nusrath et al. [7] also used a particle filter 

algorithm along with accumulation histogram and particle 

position adjustment and particle re-sampling. It helps to detect 

any unusual activity which may appear in the video. Abhilash 

Ghatol  [8] proposed a new method to detect moving objects 

using difference of two consecutive frames. They used on a 

personal computer for performing tracking long with video 

enhancement using bilinear interpolation. Barga Deori [9]et al. 

carried out literature survey  on the state of the art tracking 

methods, categorize them into different categories, and then 

identify useful tracking methods. Abhishek Kumar Chauhan 

[10] proposed a new tracking method that combines the 

combination of Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) and Optical 

Flow approach for object tracking. These two methods can 

complement each other and image filtering results in the 

successful tracking of objects. Sonali A. Virparia et al. [11] 

Work enables to update the background image timely without 

compromising the time taken for object detection by executing 

the algorithm in parallel with the object detection process. 

Background maintenance is done by evaluating the probability 

of occurrence of the intensity value at each pixel coordinate. 

From the above survey, there are numerous numerical 

algorithms are used for tracking and detect the moving object 

but there is a lack of information on TV-RPCA for 

background or reference frame generation. So in this paper 

TV-RPCA algorithm is used for creating background frame 

and Kalman-filter is used for tracking the object. 

III. KALMAN FILTER 

The Kalman filter has long been regarded as the optimal 

solution to many tracking and data prediction tasks. The 

Kalman filter is a recursive estimator. This means that only the 

estimated state from the previous time step and the current 

measurement are needed to compute the estimate for the 

current state. Thus, no history of observations or estimates is 

required. The Kalman filter has two distinctive features. One 

is that its mathematical model is described in terms of state-

space concepts. Another is that the solution is computed 

recursively. Usually, the Kalman filter is described by system 

state model and measurement model. The purpose of filtering 

is to extract the required information from a signal, ignoring 

everything else. 

                    (1) 

                   (2) 

Where, eXk is the state vector,   is the state transition matrix, 

Wk is the associated white noise process, mZk is the actual 

measurement of x at time k, nH is the noiseless connection 

between the state vector and the measurement vector, eVK is 

the measurement error.  

The mean squared error is given by: 

      [    
 ]           (3) 

Where, cmPk is the error covariance matrix at time k. After 

expanding the equation (3)  
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Where, (       ̂  ) is the error of the prior-estimate. 

The prior-estimate of cmPk i.e.       is given by: 
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The trace of cmPk is primarily differentiated w.r.t jKk and the 

result set to zero in order to find the conditions of this 

minimum. 
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Finally the Kalman gain (GKK) is obtained and is given by: 
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   )         (7) 

The update equation of the optimal gain for the error-

covariance-matrix is given by: 

        (       )   
 
       (8) 

This completes the recursive filter. The algorithmic loop is 

summarized in the diagram of Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1 Kalman Filter Recursive Algorithm 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

The block diagram of the proposed algorithm for moving 

object detection and tracking is as shown in Fig. 2. Tracking 

of moving object has been done using Kalman filter. Here 

tracking of any object can be done by providing the frame 

number from which tracking has to be started. From the 

selected frame any object can be picked for tracking by setting 

the position of the mask and then the object can be tracked in 

subsequent frames. The framework separates dynamic 

background from moving objects using the spatial continuity 

of foreground, and detects lingering objects using the temporal 

continuity of foreground. A novel framework named TV-

RPCA is introduced to handle the scenarios with complex 
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dynamic backgrounds, and slowly moving or lingering 

objects, based on the assumption that the moving foreground 

objects should be contiguous in both space and time and 

dynamic background is sparser than real foreground object. 

Fig. 3 shows the block diagram of TV-RPCA to generate the 

background frame. The Kalman filter is a framework for 

predicting a process‟s state, and using measurements to correct 

or update the predictions. Fig. 4 shows the execution of 

Kalman-Filter algorithm. 

 

Fig.2 Block diagram of the proposed algorithm for moving object detection 
and tracking 

 

Fig. 3 Flow chart to perform TV-RPCA approach 

 

Fig. 4 Flow chart to perform Kalman-Filter 

RPCA-based methods directly impose spatial constraints on 

all moving objects, including foreground and dynamics 

background, but none of them separate dynamics background 

from moving objects and take into account the temporal 

constraints as well as the spatial constraints in an elegant way 

to accurately model moving object detection problem and then 

decompose the observed video into three components: 1) low-

rank static background; 2) sparse and smooth foreground; and 

3) sparser dynamic background, and formulate it as a TV-

RPCA. 

The first and important step for performing background 

subtraction is to obtain an appropriate background image 

which does not contain any moving objects. To generate 

background frames and converting each frame from RGB to 

grey image, the used MATLAB program is given in the Fig. 5.  

function bgFrame = backgroundGen(vidData, nFrames) 

for l = 1:nFrames 

BgImg = imresize(rgb2gray(vidData(l).cdata),0.50); 

gryBG(:,:,l) = BgImg; 

end 

bgFrame = mean(gryBG, 4); 

Fig.5 MATLAB program from Background generation 

Table I. Features of Input Video Data  
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Quality of Video 
Input Data 

Frames  
Height X Width 

No. of Frames 
Generated 

Low Quality 384 X 288 500 

High Quality 720 X 480 396 

The generated background frame from the two different video 

quality input data (Table I) is as shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. 

Next background subtraction has been done to find out all the 

moving regions in the frame. If any moving object found from 

the current frames, region has been selected. Selected region's 

Centroid and other parameter have been used to calculate time 

and measurement update equations. An obtained state position 

value has stored in every frame. Green color enclosure has 

been drawn in every frame which shows selected multiple 

moving objects. In that any moving object can be chosen to 

track its motion. 

 
   

Fig.6 Generated Background Image for low quality Video 
Input Data 

Fig.7 Generated Background Image for high quality Video 
Input Data 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The proposed algorithm has been applied on two different 

quality input video data and obtained results are compared 

with the traditional Kalman-filter approaches are given in Fig. 

8 and Fig. 9. In Fig. 8 targeting of moving objects (highlighted 

in yellow color rectangular enclosure) is not detected by both 

algorithms, due to poor video quality. In Fig. 9, it can be 

noticed that finding of multiple moving objects in TV-RPCA 

approach is more as compared to Kalman-filter results. 

Complex dynamic backgrounds and slowly moving or 

lingering objects are detected using TV-RPCA algorithm. The 

obtained background image of TV-RPCA is more clear and 

apparent as compared to Kalman-filter results. 

 

Original I/P Data Kalman-filter O/P Results TV-RPCA O/P Results 
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Fig. 8 Multiple Moving Objected Detected and Tracked by Kalman-filter and TV-RPCA approaches for Low Quality Video Input Data 
 

 Original I/P Data Kalman-filter O/P Results TV-RPCA O/P Results 
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Fig. 9 Multiple Moving Objected Detected and Tracked by Kalman-filter and TV-RPCA approaches for High Quality Video Input Data 

 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the proposed thnew technique for the object 

tracking the TVRPCA approach as the main tracking 

algorithm, with Gaussian filter to remove noise as a pre-

processing of the frames and TVRPCA to handle the scenarios 

with complex dynamic backgrounds, and slowly moving or 

lingering objects, based on the assumption that the moving 

foreground objects should be contiguous in both space and 

time and dynamic background is sparser than real foreground 

object. The success of the foreground and background 

segmentation and found the object coordinates. The Kalman 

filter is applied for the efficient object tracking in the video 

sequence. 
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